
1. amazingly in a way that causes surprise or wonder

2. bi two

3. celebration a special activity that honors a person, event, or
idea

4. compete to take part in a contest

5. de undo

6. decorate to adorn; to make festive with beautiful things

7. description a statement that describes

8. diary a daily record or journal

9. difference the condition or quality of being unlike,
different

10. dis not or apart

11. dog guide a dog especially trained to lead people who are
blind

12. e out of

13. ed past tense

14. er someone who or more

15. es more than one

16. est most

17. experience something that happens to someone; personal
involvement in an event

18. ful being full of

19. heritage practices and beliefs passed down from earlier
generations

20. ic relating to, characterized by

21. ing happening now

22. instinct a natural feeling that guides one to act in a
certain way

23. ive tending to be or do

24. less without

25. ly in a certain way, in a way that is, or in what
manner

26. mastered became expert in a skill or art

27. memorizing learning by heart

28. mis wrong or bad

29. ness state of

30. non not

31. obedience
training

the condition of being ready to follow orders

32. obstacles things that get in one's way

33. opera a form of theater in which the dialogue is sung

34. opt sight

35. ous full of

36. pre before

37. prose ordinary spoken or written language as opposed
to poetry

38. re again or back

39. s more than one

40. 's something belongs to someone, shows possession

41. spec to look

42. stuct build

43. sub under, down

44. sur over, above

45. tion act, process, state of, or result

46. traditions the passing down of culture from one generation
to the next

47. un not or opposite of

48. vid to see

49. vis to see

50. volunteer offer to do something of one's own free will

51. ward in a certain direction

52. y having or full of
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